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Abstract: 

 “The Digital Label” New idea for new realities. They have to maintain/change labels regularly, which is very time consuming process 

or occupies huge human resource. By using some automated technique for image updation will save time, increases e fficiency and 

accuracy of  manufacture, reducing man power and increase speed. This helps to launch new marketing strategies for a short wh ile 

and let the consumer utilize the dynamic pricing. This technology will allow the manufacturer to update the image s wirelessly by 

using wireless communicat ion protocols like ethernet/wifi/zigbee. Using some cross -platform gui tool like Qt will cross compile the 

application even for android p latform as well. QT supports mult iple platforms like Linux, OS X, Windows, VxW orks, QNX, Android, 

iOS, BlackBerry, Sailfish OS and others. So mobile device can also be used as sever to change the images.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The Information Network Technology are developing so quickly 

to provide more and more ease and convenience to customers. 

Embedded Systems are compact, easy to use and very much 

practical so it has been widely applied. Especially nowadays 

embedded products are used in almost all various fields starting 

from consumer electronics/handheld Devices to industrial 

equipment, all types of communications and secure enough to 

use for defense, office automation and many more.  That’s why 

people’s demand and requirement for ES are gradually 

increasing. Availability of various processors makes embedded 

systems more useful. More over adding a GUI support in 

embedded devices is a big revolution. This enables the user to 

communicate with device easily. Thus today’s Embedded 

Systems are so user friendly and smart.  

 

A. Digital Label  

 

 
 

Figure.1. Advancement in Dis play Label  

We are liv ing in a world of electronics. Everything is being 

digitized or automated now days. Infrastructure is also being 

developed side by side. So in today’s fast life shopping mall 

culture is adopted, where we can get any and every thing handy 

from only one place.  It ’s a good thing for consumers but 

management of all these products is a very tough, tedious, time 

consuming work. Arrange every product according to its 

category is a compulsion thing for now at least. Although in 

upcoming future its alternative will be there. But for now we can 

develop something which can make some part of this job easy. 

For example price of products are not always been constant. And 

if so then might be its selling price may vary. Whole seller or 

retailer need to change label on product label day by day. Let’s  

say if the arrangement is changed again then labels should be 

changed. In Europe a competitive German food retail market has 

promoted one of the largest retailer to test new technologies. 

Where they implemented a technology by which the product and 

its quantity pic by the customer is being monitored. These 

trolleys are able to differentiate every small thing. So 

technologies have reached to trolleys and billing desk. Let’s  

move further to product desk and digitize it also. Now a day’s 

Liquid Crystal Displays are being used for these purpose. I will 

try to implement something different through my research work 

which also supports ES GUI. 

 

1.2: Cross Platform  

I have discussed about the scopes and requirement of Embedded 

Systems in today’s  world. We can see day by day new 

technologies are coming in form of latest or newest version. It 

can be mobile devices, Desktop/Laptop, any ES, any 

microcontroller board, or communication protocol etc, like you 

can think of anything. The main problem is requirement of 

different peripherals/equipment or applications for different 

platform. These increases the maintenance and usability cost of 

any product. This is a troublesome for both manufacturer and 

consumers too. Just for example we all are using computers or 

mobile. Some applicat ions or software works on both platforms 
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like windows, linux and/or android. Where some cannot. 

Running a same software or application on a different platform 

is called cross platform application. Qt software provides the 

same as we want. For Qt it is said that "write once, compile 

anywhere". This development approach for the cross -platform 

GUI app is based on a complete C++ application development 

framework. Qt has a portable, powerful set of APIs. The Qt 

program can simulate the embedded operating environment. It is 

an open source and free license software. It has a standard tool 

kit fo r GUI such as comparison of several popular embedded 

GUI tools [7]. 

 

1.3: Embedded Linux 

Increasing the need of low power devices embedded devices has 

great scope due to lots of variance available in controllers and its 

supporting OS. Linux is the best os to work within ES. We can 

implement real time programming on board i.e. RTOS. There are 

many ways we can use various features of ARM. Linux is the 

simple, secure and robust system of Unix OS. The main 

advantage of using linux is it is open source so we can find basic 

module and programming. According to our need we can 

customize it. These customize RTOs can be use to handle more 

than one user simultaneously. Also it is free RTOs, that’s why it 

is not so costly, as buying license is not an issue in this case. 

Other advantage of using these customize RTOs is reduced disc 

space. It will download only the required packages. So 

unnecessary space wastage is saved. [8] Thus using Embedded 

Linux with ARM is economic, efficient, convenient, fast, more 

reliable and secure for any Embedded System.  

 

II. LITERATURE S URVEY 

 

A. LCD Dis play 

This technology explains the use of Electronic Display Label 

which is going to replace a tradition manual label on product 

desk.  The LCD is connected on product desk through controller 

which is wirely/wirelessly connected to main pc or server kind 

of thing.By which we can easily change the value. This response 

will receive by RF/zigbee/WiFi/LAN and recorded in 

microcontroller, which sends to LCD to display. Electronic 

Display Label can also use epaper technology for displaying 

data. Compare to local LCD display this epaper has a smart 

quality like data is easily erasable just like pencil and page. It is 

also very thing and soft as a paper[1]. E-paper is made of E-ink’s 

popular ink Vizp lexTM. This E-paper avoids light reflecting like 

LCD. It also provides 180 fu ll view angle along with low power 

consumption. We can put it in sleep mode also. Advantage of 

using this technology will gives you clear vision and low power 

consumption. But number of controllers require is higher i.e. 

same as number of label we are forming. 

 

B. Wireless Communication Protocol  ZigBee  

For low power consumption and less complex system it is 

preferable to use zigbee. Zigbee is a wireless transmission 

protocol by which we can established two way communicat ion. 

Zigbee is faster so update an information is quite fast[2].  

Working flow is as follow. 

 

On Tx side 

Processed goods’ information informat ion with pricing  

communicat ing with zigbee coordinator through RS232  and 

through router it is send to other shelves.   

On Rx side  

Receiver of Electronic Display Label receives data, converts to 

valid digital signalsinto the corresponding goods' informat ion, 

 display it. Structure of Electronic Display Label node and 

coordinator are almost similar. Except serial communication is 

replaced with LCD Being low power system, another advantage 

of zigbee is it covers quite wide range signal coverage but it 

increase programming effo rts as we have to program differently 

for each label. Th is is not so efficient to reduce human effort at 

max as we want. 

 

C. JSON Data Structure  

A cross terminal system refers as a system which be accessed 

through various terminal p latform.XML data structure format is 

used traditionally. But it cannot meet the requirement of cross 

platform system efficiently. JSON provides more security 

compare to XML where XML is widely used. 

 

Table.1. Example of XML and JSONcode length[3]  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Advantages: 

JSON has high efficiency of data exchange 

Simple interfacings 

Convenient and fast to access data   

 

Disadvantages: 

Complex interfacing using XML 

Difficult to modify and expand the XML format 

 

Comparison between JSON and XML: 

 

Table.2. Comparison between JSON and XML 

XML JSON 

Self-describing tag to organize 

data 

Uses unordered key-value pair 

to store the data 

Data is written between begin 

and end tag 

Data has only key value front 

of it  

For more than one value XML 

repeats the begin and end tag 

For more than one value 

JSON store as array so that 

only first value has the 

key.rest doesn’t 

Code length is high Reduced code length 

Code compression is poor Improved code compression 

Data transmission rate is slow Higher data transmission rate 

Parsing XML data is more 

difficult  

Parsing JSON compare to 

XML is easy 

 

D. Qt in Embedded Linux 

Embedded Linux occupies the market rapidly due to its extra 

ordinary features like open source, customize kernel, multi 

processor support etc. along with this environment with GUI is 

also strong momentum of development. The GUI of the 

embedded system should be intuitive, reliable, fast and should 

occupy less resources. This paper describes that how to use 

current popular Embedded GUI Qt /Embedded to achieve 
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smooth interface on the application process. The amazing part of 

Qt is it has superb bottom graphics engine which is based on 

frame buffer and different from other GUI tools/graphics engine. 

FrameBuffer is a driver interface, this interface mechanism 

imitates the functions of the display card and abstracts the 

display card as frame buffer. As a user we can consider it as 

video memory image. It can be read and written directly. Parallel 

it also initializes LCD and its related components [4]. Qt has 

many feature like signals and slots which helps us to control 

GUI in more efficient way. Signals and slots allow us to call 

back a function on a particular trigger on any widget application 

in main window. Although Qt has many version with updated 

functionality and added library. Qt has a QtOpenGL module 

which makes hardware acceleration tool graphic use easy using 

openGL and OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL). Combination 

of these modules with signal and slots add special effects to the 

GUI which makes this GUI special and different than others. 

OpenGL is the most popular and useful API fo r writing 2D and 

3D graphics application. These applications can be used in video 

games, animat ion movies, virtual reality, scientific v isualization 

etc. Qt integrates to GLSL through QShader and QShader 

Program classes that require small coding effort to compile, link 

and bind shader programs to applications[5].  

 

 
Figure.2. Qt in embedded Linux [4] 

 

It is Open source. Other than this it has multi processing support, 

highly integral and customizable. It is easy in use and attractive 

user interface support based on C++. But its application occupies 

more space otherwise this is a good choice to use with the 

processors who supports gui. 

 

III. CONCLUS ION 

 

Looking towards advantages and disadvantages of currently 

available technologies my proposed system will be easy to use, 

very convenient and user friendly. So based on that I conclude 

that by implementing gui label in Display board will be an 

accurate and time saving system. 
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